Post traumatic epilepsy: there is still much to learn

Epilepsia pós traumática: ainda há muito a aprender
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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the most common causes of death and motor disability mainly in people under the age of 40 years but also in senior citizens1. TBI numbers have steadily increased over the years and have now reached epidemic proportions1,2. This, however, is not well recognised and TBI has recently been described as the silent or hidden epidemic1. In addition to high mortality, TBI produces hardship on individuals and their families as well as being a major societal burden. TBI when not fatal often leads to the incapacity of young people which directly generates public health expenditure and, over a life time, incurs major indirect costs particularly in terms of social benefits1,2,3,4.

Epidemiological data on TBI vary throughout the world in terms of demographics and causality. Recent data suggest a first incidence peak between the ages of 20 and 30 years and a second peak in those over 60 years old3,4. Common causes include road traffic accidents, violence, falls, occupational hazards in the building and farming industries, domestic accidents and contact sports1,3,4. Alcohol overindulgence seems to be a major risk factor3. The incidence of TBI seems to correlate with social development and the poorer the country the greater the number of fatal accidents. A recent development seems to be that the rapid deployment of two-wheeled vehicles in some resource-poor settings has led to local epidemics of TBI1. In view of the most common causes, it is not surprising that TBI is much more frequent in males1,3.

An increase in the prevalence of acute symptomatic epileptic seizures has been observed recently, with TBI being one of the main causes4,5. Studies have already confirmed that central nervous system injuries such as ischemic or haemorrhagic stroke, cerebral anoxia, brain infection, brain inflammation, autoimmune diseases and degenerative diseases are all associated with evolution to epileptic seizures either acute seizures but also late seizures3,4. By definition TBI is the only direct risk factor for Post-Traumatic Epilepsy (PTE) and this risk is well known. One of the many outstanding issues is, however, if acute or early seizures are enhancers of the risk and by which factor.

The definitions for post-trauma seizures usually used are: immediate (occurring within 24 hours), early (within the first 7 days) and late (occurring after 7 days). According to the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) an isolated late unprovoked seizure associated with a known traumatic brain injury now fulfils the criteria for epilepsy6,7. Using this new definitions some case series have established an 80% risk of seizure recurrence over the two initial years following cranial trauma with a late post-traumatic seizure6 although not all of these recur to conform to the old definition of epilepsy (of two unprovoked epileptic seizures at least 24 hours apart). Overall epidemiological data suggest that the risk is higher in the first 6 months, but remains increased for up to 10 years. There seems to be a higher relative risk of epilepsy in women and in those with a family history of epilepsy4 which are likely to be telling us something in regards to the biology and the genetic predisposition to epilepsy.

In this issue of the journal, Liu et al report on risk factors and prognosis related to early epileptic seizures after trauma (EPTE)8. This is important as it may increases further the risk of PTE over the years. The incidence of TBI in the young and the elderly is increasing and PTE is one of the few preventable forms of epilepsy1,2,3,4. So the work of Liu et al is topical. They gathered data on a number of individuals (186) with traumatic head injury. This was then analysed
in a cross-sectional fashion; the work was well planned and has some interesting data. Clinical data included the clinical history, neurological examination, imaging and electroencephalography. The subjects were divided into two groups (non-EPTE and EPTE). The Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) and the Activity of Daily Living Scale (ADL) were used to assess outcome and quality of life.

According to Liu et al. the occurrence of EPTE is closely related to the location of cranial trauma, the type of trauma and the severity of the injury. Epilepsy was more prevalent in individuals with brain damage in the parietal lobe and temporal lobe regions. The parietal lobe is near the central anterior/posterior gyrus of the cerebral cortex and electrical activity is more frequent in this region than in other areas, with a lower threshold for epileptic seizures. Temporal trauma results in synaptic disruption in the hippocampus, a region associated with epileptic seizures. In addition, Liu et al confirm that open cranial trauma is more strongly associated with early epileptic seizures post trauma than closed trauma. Accidents with severe brain damage are much more likely to be associated with abnormal cortical neuronal discharges, possibly leading to epilepsy, than milder accidents.

The work of Liu et al provides, therefore, some further pieces to the puzzle but also leaves us with the clear realisation that there are still many unanswered questions. For instances, how do we assess whether the epileptic seizure was related to the trauma, or whether the individual already had a pre-disposition to seizures? For some, the question actually is, “was the TBI the result of a first seizure?” particularly when an event is unwitnessed. There are also still many glitches in our knowledge in terms of prognostic indicators.

Epidemiological and genetic risk factors are not yet fully understood, and secondary preventative treatment is currently not possible. The only way to avoid PTE at this time is with the primary prevention of brain injuries which could be argued is easier said than done. We should not only investigate the full epidemiological profile of TBI which is important for the development of primary preventative measures, but also genetic predisposition at different stages, epilepsy prophylaxis (for those individuals at risk of PTE) and personalised treatments to improve the quality of life of those who already have PTE. Further work is therefore imperative to solve the puzzle in full.
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